
Channel 4 and Paralympics
coverage
- how a UK broadcaster is
reframing

disability



Project	Overview

WP	1:	
C4�Interviews�[24]
WP	2:	
Audience�Focus�Groups�[216�audience�members�/�24�follo
w�up�
interviews].�Audience�survey�[2011�nationally�representative�
participants]WP	3:	
Qualitative�&�Quantitative�Content�Analysis�

WP	4:	IPC�Archival�Analysis�
WP	5:	
Documentary�Film�&�Public�Exhibition�



Channel 4 and the 
Paralympics�

•
Took�over�rights�for�the�Paralympics�fo
r�2012
•
Previously�held�by�BBC�(highlights�only
)
• Very�different�approach



1. Unprecedented 
exposure



2. A ‘no holds barred’ approach to 
disability
(show the stumps)



3. Developing disabled talent (on and 
off
screen)



4. Integrating 
humour



5. Re-positioning para-athletes as 
‘Superhumans’



The	Hollywood	Treatment

If�you�have�been�in�some�terrible�acc
ident�
or�some�terrible�war�zone�and�you’ve
�got�
scarring�...�this	is	not	a	tea	party,	let’s	see	
it.�
Actually�most�people�will�be�able�to�d
eal�
with�the�reality�of�that,�particularly�if�y
ou�do�
something�that’s�never�been�done�bef
ore�…�
it’s�giving�it�the�Hollywood	treatment	and
giving	it	attitude and	a sexiness that�isn’t�
normally�associated�with�that�side�of�li
fe�
(senior�executive,�our�emphasis).



“Channel 4 has a remit which is set out in law and Channel 4’s
job is to challenge the status quo, to give a voice to people
who don’t always get heard, to take risks, to inspire change
and obviously we do that commercially and that’s the difference
between us and the BBC. We have to fund that so we have

programmes that are very commercial … but the Paralympics in
a way this is the best example of us doing something that is
entertaining but also makes a broader bigger point about
society…”

…”because that’s what Channel 4 is here to do, its part of our
DNA” [Senior Executive]



A bold new marketing strategy for 
2012…

�

“2012 was about kind of placing the sport as an equal to the Olympics framing it

and showing it in a way that had never been shown before. So making the marketing

feel like something that Nike would do for other sports… spend lots of money, lots of
posters, lots of TV ads, this is a big deal, shoot it with a gritty style and all of

that. But the ingredient that obviously made it different and we confronted head on the

stories of the athletes…that was controversial and quite a lot of people disagreed but

our view was for people to connect to it….

“…Paralympic sport is unique in that it has this unique set of stories about people…

you had to shake things up and be quite confrontational and be quite in your face

but authentic” [Executive producer]



The�superhumans�was�a�
new�
brand.�But�brand�associati
ons�
were�sought�after�in�order
�to�
leverage�the�social�meanin
gs�
associated�with�familiar�br
ands



…and a superhuman 
narrative…

“The idea of athletes being super human emerged , and actually initially the whole

development we had came out of X Men. So X Men is an unusual piece of

mainstream populist entertainment where disabled people are heroes and it’ a
fantastic insight X Men because some impairment produces a strength in
another part of who you are and we wrote some scripts about that and actually

we were talking to a film director who had made one of the X Men films about

making it”





…that paved the way for Rio 
2016
“2012 was all about let’s sell a major sporting event and then by the way the outcome of

that will be changing attitudes to disability, with the marketing of 2016 we were like let’s

start with changing attitudes to disability and by the way the outcome of that will be a

successful sports event. Hence why we decided that we wanted to do something in the

marketing that wasn’t just about sport so the advert that we made, the yes I can advert,

didn’t just feature athletes it featured disabled people doing extraordinary things in all

walks of life. That was quite a step change which we never would have been able to do

before 2012. I think it gave us a licence to say there’s a bigger prize here which is about

using the platform of the Paralympics to really make people think differently about the

potential of disabled people in all walks of life…” [Communications	manager]





ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT
The vast majority of respondents (85%) believe the Paralympic Games have had a positive impact
on the lives of people with disabilities. A significant minority (35%) say the Games have given
them more confidence in interacting with people with disabilities in everyday life.

D, F, S

F,	Y,	S

The�Paralympic�Games�have�had�a�positive�impact�on�the�liv
es�of�people�

with�disabilities
4% 9%

8% 10%

7% 6%

27% 58%

I�am�interested�in�the�sporting�achievements�of�Paralympi
c�athletes

27% 36% 18%

D, F,	Y,	S

F,	Y,	S

The�Paralympic�Games�have�challenged�my�attitudes�about�p
eople�with�

disabilities
31% 28% 26%

I�am�interested�in�the�backgrounds�of�Paralympic�athletes’�(incl
uding�how�

they�deal�with�their�disability)
9% 12% 29% 32% 17%

D, F,	Y,	S

D, F, Y, S

The�Paralympic�Games�have�given�me�more�confidence�in�inter
acting�with�

people��with�disabilities�in�everyday�life
9% 9% 44% 24% 11%

The�Paralympic�Games�have�inspired�me�to�engage�with�o
ther�media�

content�that�features�disability
11% 14% 42% 17% 14%

Base: All respondents (n=2,011)
Source: Q10 – To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following (Don’t know responses removed from chart)



FOLLOWING THE PARALYMPIC GAMES
There is a fairly even split between respondents who have or haven’t followed the Paralympic games
(51% compared to 46%, respectively).

8%

Followed�a�lot
�Y, S

25%

18%

Followed�some
�

Followed�only�when�somethi
ng�
significant�is�happening
Haven’t�really�followe
d�

Don’t�know/Can’t�sa
y

46%

2%

Base: All respondents (n=2,011) Source: Q11 – Since London 2012, there have been three versions of the Paralympic Games – the Summer
Paralympics in Rio 2016 (Brazil) and the Winter Paralympics in Sochi 2014 (Russia) and PyeongChang 2018 (South Korea). Thinking broadly across
these three events, which of the following statements best describes how you have followed them…

18



PERCEPTIONS OF PARALYMPIC SPORT
Significantly, only small minorities of respondents agree with any of the statements exploring possible
reasons they may have for not being interested in disability sport. Opinions are more divided on the issue
of the manner in which athletes participating at Paralympics are portrayed in the media.

Not�sure Strongly�disagree Slightly�disagree Neither�agree�nor�disagr
ee

Slightly�agree
�

Strongly�agree

I�feel�uncomfortable�watching�people�with�disabilities�at�the�P
aralympic�

Games
1% 57% 21% 13% 5%

F, Y

DI�don’t�like�the�way�the�media�portray�people�with�disabilit
ies�at�the�

Paralympic�Games
9% 15% 21% 43% 10% 3%

F, YThe�Paralympic�Games�don’t�really�represent�elite�s
port 6%

38% 24% 21% 8% 4%

Base: All participants (N=2,011)
Source: Q13 - To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 19



Focus 
Groups

Audience	perceptions	of	the	Paralympic	Games

211	members	of	the	public



Insights	(I)

Viewing	the	Paralympics	as	an	elite	sport	event…

“I�think�it�offers,�it�has�offered,�something�different�from�just�sport�b
efore,�I�think�
Channel�4’s�coverage�for�the�last�Paralympics�offered�sports�as�well
�as�something�
different,�so�it�kind�of�combined�the�two,�less�of,�for�lack�of�a�bette
r�word,�a�
spectacle�and�more�of�just�Olympic�sport”“I�actually�like�watching�sport�and�I�don’t�think�disability�comes�int
o�it.�Perhaps�
before�the�London�Olympics�I�probably�wouldn’t�have�been�so�kee
n�to�watch�it�
but�after�watching�that�I�thought�oh�there�is�no�difference,�it’s�spo
rt,�and�as�I�
said�the�Channel�4�coverage�was�excellent”
“I�just�feel�that,�I�think�coverage�now�is…you�know,�I�think�they�t
ry�and�portray�
people�as�a�lot�more�normal,�it�is�not�as�patronising�as�it�used�t
o�be,�you�
know…they’re�(C4)�actually�educating�people�around�what�people�c
an�do”�



Insights	(II)

Athlete	stories	as	a	way	tounderstand disability…

“I�think�it’s�very�useful�and�if�there�are�athletes�that�are�willing�to�p
ut�their�stories�
out�there�to�educate�people�then�that’s�the�best�way�people�are�goi
ng�to�learn”
“You�can�relate�to�the�problems�that�they�have�like�for�day�to�day�ta
sks.�So�like�just�
doing�day�to�day�things�you�can�relate�where�they�have�to�overcome
�something�
that�you�do.�So�it’s�not�all�about�like�running�100�metres�or�throwing
�a�discus,�it�can�
be�just�day�to�day�tasks,�and�that’s�like�part�of�bringing�that�story”
“People�are�immune�to�or�just�don't�choose�to�know�what�different�dis
abilities�are�
out�there,�how�severe,�like�the�severity�of�the�same�disability�it�can�r
ange.�So�two�
people�with�the�same�disability�can�be�completely�different,�and�I�think
�you’re�only�
going�to�get�the�population�to�know�and�educate�about�that�by�doing
�these�stories”�



Insights	(III)

A	platform	to	progressive	social	change…

“It’s�definitely�had�an�impact…but�things�just�move�forward�progressively
,�I�think�the�
Paralympics�has�probably�helped”

“it’s�made�me�much�more�willing�to�try�and�engage�with�people�I�come
�in�daily�life�
with�a�disability�that�previously�I�might�have�not.�I��have�found�over�th
e�last�6�years,�
having�been�exposed�to�it�more�on�tv,�that�I�want�to�talk�to�people�an
d�try�and�
understand�what�their�needs�and�wants�are,�not�opposing�anything�on�th
em,�but�I�feel�
much�more�comfortable�engaging�with�people�and�seeing�what�I�can�do
�to�make�it�a�
little�bit�easier�for�them”�
“Just�because�somebody�has�that�[a�disability]�and�they’re�not�able�to�d
o�something�
that’s�exactly�what�the�Paralympics�shows,�that’s�exactly�what�the�advert
�is�trying�to�
show,�just�because�they�weren’t�born�able�bodied�they�are�still�like�com
pletely�able�to�
compete”



Insights	(IV)

The	normalisation	of	disability	on	screen…

“It’s�the�awareness�I�think�isn’t�it,�just�getting�more�people,�like�y
ounger�
generations�that�are�watching�it�[Paralympics]�and�like�it’s�just�ma
king�it�more�
common”
“I�have�noticed�reporters�on�shows�like�Watchdog�and�The�One�Sh
ow,�disabled�
reporters,�but�not�talking�about�a�disability�issue�but�now�they�are�t
alking�about�
anything�and�everything�which�is�how�it�should�be�and�I�think�that
�has�happened�
since�the�Paralympics�in�2012”
“I�think�in�the�last�5�years�it�has�almost�normalised�it,�my�granddau
ghter�has�been�
brought�up�with�it�being�excepted�and�just�on�tv�and�it’s,�you�know,
�people�should�
be�judged�on�their�abilities�rather�than�a�disability”



Tensions	and	Challenges

Tension	within	disabled	communities	and	wider	disability	awareness

“An�intellectual�impairment�I�think�is�not�mentioned�so�much,�there’s
�not,�it’s�not�
talked�about�so�I�think�there’s�certain�disabilities�that�you�know�mor
e�about”
“I�think�that�more�awareness�should�be�done�because�my�sister�has�cer
ebral�palsy�and�
it�affects�the�way�she�processes�information,�if�you�see�her�you�wouldn’
t�think�she�has�
a�disability,�but�she�can’t�follow�long,�like�pieces�of�information�kind�of�t
hing.�So,�I’m�
sure�there’s�people�in�the�Paralympics�that�actually�do�have�that�but�we
�know�less�
about”“I�think�we’re�getting�better�but�I�think,�well�I�feel�as�a�nation�we’r
e�still�probably�
trying�to�understand�some�of�those�disabilities�where�it’s�not�as�obv
ious”





Four take-
aways
1. Remit counts. Regulatory structures enabled C4 to take risks.
2. Athlete backstories were key way of making the audience

care (commercial logic).
3. C4’s broadcasting of the Paralympics has led to progressive

social change.
4. ‘The Hollywood treatment’ for Paralympians was double-

edged.



To	see	more…



Thanks for
listening

Keep up to date with the project at www.pasccal.com@pas
ccalproject 

epullen@Bournemouth.ac.uk
jacksond@bournemeouth.ac.uk�


